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We Can’t Afford to Go Backwards

The doors are still open:
Access Health CT enrollment
continues

Update on Insurance Merger Trials

With Obamacare’s future
uncertain, CT exchange
contemplates strategies

We Can’t Afford to Go Backwards
President-elect Donald Trump has selected Rep. Tom Price as his choice to lead the Department of Health and
Human Services, a nominee with a radically conservative vision of health care that will “not just roll back five or
10 years of (health care) progress — but 50.”
The choice of Price is an indication that millions of Americans are at risk of losing their health coverage all
together and millions more could find themselves paying more and getting less.

The doors are still open: Access Health CT enrollment continues
If you are one of the 100,000 Connecticut residents who use Access Health CT to get coverage, you might be
wondering about all the proposed changes you’ve been hearing about in the news, after the election.
The short answer: Enroll or re-enroll for coverage.

Update on Insurance Merger Trials
The Department of Justice filed law suits in July to stop the Anthem-Cigna and Aetna-Humana mergers and
both trials are now underway in Washington, D.C.

With Obamacare’s future uncertain, CT exchange contemplates strategies
One person likened it to looking at a “foggy crystal ball.” Another spoke of changing a tire on a car that’s still
moving.
The topic: Figuring out a future strategy for the state’s Obamacare exchange at a time when the presidentelect and the Republican majority in Congress are plotting the demise of the law it was charged with implementing. President-elect Donald J. Trump and GOP leaders have talked of replacing the health law, but it’s
not yet clear what that replacement would look like.
“Since the election, Scussell has been thinking of the future of the health law. He knows Republicans say they want to keep the
provisions that helped him, although he’s skeptical. “We just have to wait and see, but those are the things that really kept me
alive,” he said.
And he thinks of others who are in the position he once was, whose health care could hang in the balance.

“I’m scared for them, because it’s just a vital thing for so many people,” he said.”
-CT Mirror Article
“We’re in limbo:” For many in CT, Obamacare’s uncertain future is personal”
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